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Support for the personal resolution of severe and persistent alcohol and other drug (AOD) problems in the United States has for most of the past two centuries been provided through three primary mechanisms: family, kinship, and informal social networks; peer-based recovery mutual aid societies; and professionally directed addiction treatment. Today, new recovery support systems are emerging that are without historical precedent and that will exert a profound influence on the future of addiction treatment and recovery in the United States and throughout the world. Even the most cursory discussion of these changes requires a new recovery-focused lexicon.

**Historical Context:** In a recent paper prepared for a special issue of the *Journal of Groups in Addiction and Recovery*, White, Kelly, and Roth1) reviewed the historical evolution of addiction treatment and the growth and diversification of recovery mutual aid societies in the United States,2) documented the emergence of a new recovery advocacy movement3) and new recovery support institutions (e.g., national and local recovery community organizations, recovery community centers, recovery homes, recovery schools, recovery industries, recovery ministries, recovery cafes, etc.).4) 3)

---

described how these new institutions are being nested within an increasingly well-defined *culture of recovery* (with its own history, values, language, literature, symbols, rituals, art, music, etc.) influenced by but now transcendings pre-existing and insular treatment and recovery mutual aid cultures, and 4) discussed the implications of these changes to the addiction treatment enterprise. This brief paper extends the discussion within that paper.

**Recovery as an Organizing Paradigm:** In tandem with, or possibly as a result of, the above outlined changes, *recovery* is emerging as a new organizing paradigm within the alcohol and drug problems arena. This is evidenced by: 1) early criticisms that addiction treatment had become detached from the larger and more enduring process of addiction recovery; 2) the reconceptualization of addiction as a chronic disorder; 3) growing interest in the *varieties, pathways, styles, stages, and degrees of long-term addiction recovery*—both *personal recovery* and *family recovery*; 4) explorations of the role of medication in recovery initiation and/or maintenance, e.g., *medication-assisted recovery, recovery-oriented methadone maintenance*; 5) calls to extend addiction treatment from a model of acute biopsychosocial stabilization to a broader model of sustained *recovery management* (RM) and to wrap RM within larger *recovery-oriented systems of care* (ROSC); 6) multiple efforts by policy, clinical, research, and recovery advocacy leaders to achieve consensus on a *recovery definition* and *measurable benchmarks of recovery*; 7) federal, state, and local *recovery-focused systems*

---


transformation initiatives; efforts to define RM and ROSC practices for particular populations and cultural contexts; the rapid expansion of peer-based recovery support services, new service roles, e.g., recovery coaches, and new systems for recruiting, training, credentialing, and supervising recovery coaches; growing interest in post-treatment monitoring and support, e.g., recovery checkups and other assertive or adaptive approaches to continuing care; 11) calls for a recovery research agenda; and


12) recovery prevalence surveys and recovery resource mapping projects. It remains to be seen whether recovery will be a viable and sustained or ephemeral organizing concept for the AOD problems arena.\(^8\)

**The Ecology of Resilience and Recovery:** One of the by-products of this evolution in thinking and practice is growing interest in what might be called the *ecology of resilience and recovery*—the multi-directional influences exerted by person, family, neighborhood, workplace, school, church, community, and culture on AOD problem resilience, resistance, and recovery.\(^9\) This interest includes a heightened focus on how these contextual influences interact with personal/family vulnerabilities to perpetuate or break intergenerational cycles of addiction and related problems. Future breakthroughs in addiction treatment and recovery support may well lie in the integration of neurobiological and psychological understandings of addiction and recovery with broader frameworks that focus on environmental (physical, social, and cultural) factors.

**Key Propositions:** The trends outlined by White, Kelly, and Roth rest on several propositions that are explicitly outlined below.

1. Addiction recovery often involves a journey between two physical and cultural worlds—*passage from a culture of addiction to a culture of recovery.*\(^{20}\) The weight of personal and historical baggage can delay and impede this journey, particularly where alcohol and other drugs have been used as tools of colonization and oppression.\(^{21}\)

2. The physical, emotional, and cultural passage from addiction to recovery can be aided by exposure to *wounded healers*—persons who have survived and

---


extracted lessons from their own personal/family recovery experience—and by assertive linkage to one or more communities of shared recovery experience.

3. **Recovery is contagious.** Like addiction, recovery is often transmitted interpersonally, but, in contrast to addiction, is transmitted by affection rather than infection. Many people catch recovery before they choose it.  

4. **Recovery prevalence in a neighborhood, social institution (e.g., school or workplace), community, or culture is influenced by the density of recovery carriers**—persons in recovery who are committed to carrying a message of hope to those individuals and families still experiencing AOD problems.

5. Carrying the recovery message interpersonally is as beneficial to the recovery carrier as to the recipients of such messages through what Frank Riessman christened the helper principle.

6. **Recovery prevalence** (the proportion of people with lifetime AOD problems who have resolved those problems) and **the density of recovery carriers** (the number of people in recovery active in service work within a community at any point in time) constitute crucial elements of community recovery capital—resources within a local community that can be identified and mobilized to help individuals and families initiate and sustain addiction recovery.

7. **Long-term recovery outcomes** related to participation in addiction treatment, a recovery mutual aid society, and/or other forms of peer recovery support may hinge as much on the existence, accessibility, scope, and depth of community recovery capital as it does intrapersonal or interpersonal factors within the family.

---

23 A distinction first brought to my attention by Kathy Griffin.
28 Humphreys, K., Moos, R. J., & Cohen, C. (1997). Social and community resources and long-term recovery from treated and untreated alcoholism. *Journal of Studies on Alcohol, 58*(3), 231-238; Moos,
8. *The density of recovery carriers within a local community can be strategically increased* through such activities as hosting regular recovery celebration events, honoring local recovery carriers, training recovery advocates and recovery coaches, and offering storytelling training to all persons in recovery.29

9. *Community recovery capital can be strategically increased* by nurturing the development of secular, spiritual, and religious recovery mutual aid options, recovery support groups for special populations/needs, peer recovery support service projects, and by supporting recovery advocacy activities that create a community climate (beliefs, attitudes, policies, recovery visibility) in which recovery can flourish.30

10. *The strategic expansion of recovery support institutions and the development of vibrant local recovery cultures could result in several important outcomes:*

- Increased rates of natural recovery—the number of people, particularly those with lower AOD problem severity and complexity, initiating and sustaining recovery without participation in addiction treatment.
- Increased retention and recovery rates within addiction treatment and recovery mutual aid organizations, particularly among those individuals who present with high problem severity/complexity/chronicity and low recovery capital.
- The discovery of particularly potent combinations and sequences of professional and peer supports capable of generating long-term recovery outcomes better than could be achieved through any of these elements used in isolation, e.g., the biopsychosocial equivalent of the AIDS “cocktail” or combined surgery and chemotherapy for cancer.
- The discovery of particular service/support combinations/sequences that work best with key populations, e.g., women, adolescents, people with co-occurring disorders, people re-entering the community from prison, etc.31

11. The emergence of a new recovery advocacy movement, new recovery institutions, and a flourishing national culture of recovery is stirring interest in the concept of *community recovery*—the idea that there are neighborhoods or whole communities wounded by AOD and related problems to the extent that they may

---


30 Ibid.

require their own community-level recovery process—what the Native American *Wellbriety* Movement has cast as a *Healing Forest*.

12. Particularly promising are strategies that integrate personal, family, and community intervention strategies over a prolonged period of time via the increased integration of prevention, early intervention, treatment, recovery support, and health and wellness initiatives. This will entail bridging clinical models of intervention with environmentally focused public health models. For addiction treatment providers, this will involve blending traditional (intrapersonal) strategies of clinical intervention with broader recovery-focused community development and cultural revitalization strategies.

**Summary**

The history of help to resolve severe AOD problems has evolved through six overlapping areas of development:

1) failing to adequately address severe, complex, and often chronic AOD problems in non-specialty service settings (a continuing theme),
2) creating specialty-sector addiction treatment resources to facilitate recovery initiation (biopsychosocial stabilization) within an institutional environment,
3) extending acute treatment services into the community (via community-based outpatient care and early intervention efforts in medicine, business and industry, education, and allied health and human services),
4) achieving recovery maintenance through closed addiction recovery mutual aid societies,
5) extending acute care models of addiction treatment toward models of sustained recovery management (currently under way), and
6) an emerging era of mobilizing recovery communities to create the physical, psychological, social, and cultural space in which personal/family life in long-term recovery can flourish and to help heal larger wounded systems (e.g., families, neighborhoods, communities).

This history reflects discrete areas of focused attention: buttressing the will to recover, codifying the means of maintaining recovery, enhancing the quality of personal/family life in long-term recovery, and creating a healthy community milieu within which AOD problems can be prevented and long-term addiction recovery can be firmly nested. Calls for professional models of sustained recovery management and the creation of recovery-oriented systems of care seek, in their essence, to link and fully integrate these historical developments. That achievement would exert a potentially profound influence on the future of addiction treatment and recovery and the global health of families, communities, and societies.

---
